"Victor's Toes Like To Wiggle"
By Adam
Victor the Robot is half human and machine. His legs are human, he has feet and toes.
Victor's toes wiggle when he thinks about going to space. Space looks like fun. Victor likes stars.
The brighter the star
the better. He wants to
earn money so he can
fly in a spaceship to
the stars.
Victor cleans houses, cars, and fruit to earn money. He carries his own bucket and sponges. Victor goes door to door.
Then one day he earned 10,000 rubies that bought him a seat on a spaceship to the stars.
Victor's toes started to wiggle as he sat on the spaceship. The spaceship flew past the brightest star in the universe. It was so bright Victor closed his eyes.
When he returned to earth, Victor could not wait to earn more rubies and return to space again. His toes started to wiggle.
The End
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